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Gain value from project agility 

  
Agile has been the go-to approach for software development for years now. Now there’s a 

handbook for any project manager, in any sector, who wants to benefit from more agility, even if 

there’s not a line of code in sight.  

Based on over 30 years’ experience and drawing on case studies from multiple sectors, Adrian Pyne 
has written the essential guide to managing projects more effectively at a time when agility and 
sustainability matter more than ever. If you have an interest in agility but you’re not working 
specifically in IT, Agile Beyond IT is for you. 

It shows how agile principles can be adapted and applied in almost any sector to manage projects 
more effectively. It explains what agility looks like for ALL aspects of the management of projects - 
from leadership, roles and responsibilities through planning, implementation, change control, risk 
management and more. 

Whether you’re a new or seasoned project professional, or an executive or senior manager seeking 
to generate value by bringing agility beyond the IT department, Adrian Pyne shows you how an 
organization can become agile for projects, and what that journey looks like. 

Adrian covers: 

• The 5 most expensive agile mistakes 

• Agility for any project 

• How to gain value from project agility 

• How to build project agility in your organisation  

• Developing great project professionals through agility 

• How (not) to kill a project 
 

A project professional for over 30 years, Adrian Pyne has led change in 11 industries and in the 
public sector, in the UK and abroad. The co-author of books on programme management and agile 
governance and assurance, he has contributed to the evolution of programme, portfolio and PMO 
standards and is a regular speaker, visiting lecturer, blogger and researcher. 
 
Agile Beyond IT will be published 21 June 2022 by Practical Inspiration Publishing and sold by 
booksellers globally. If you wish to include a link here is the book on Amazon (US) Buy Agile Beyond 
IT 
 
Please find attached a cover, author image and watermarked PDF review proof. 
 
For further images, interviews with Adrian, by-lined top tips or articles, hard copies of Agile Beyond 
IT for review contact judith@practicalinspiration.com 
    
Ends 

https://www.amazon.com/Agile-Beyond-develop-agility-management-ebook/dp/B09YYWH27V/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3OPAM2DT9CWE9&keywords=agile+beyond+it&qid=1655811932&sprefix=agile+beyond+it%2Caps%2C126&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Agile-Beyond-develop-agility-management-ebook/dp/B09YYWH27V/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3OPAM2DT9CWE9&keywords=agile+beyond+it&qid=1655811932&sprefix=agile+beyond+it%2Caps%2C126&sr=8-1


  
Notes to Editors 
  
About Adrian Pyne 
A project professional for over 30 years, Adrian Pyne has led or rescued change in central and local 
government and in diverse industries internationally, including telecoms, video, energy and nano 
technologies, finance, aviation, mining, retail, software solutions, human resourcing and coffee! 
 
His roles have ranged from project manager to head of projects, and he has provided consultancy to 
build project delivery capabilities and advised software and charity start-ups. 
 
Over his career Adrian has contributed to the evolution of professional standards including portfolio 
management and PMOs. A strong champion of the human aspects of the profession, Adrian’s 
interest in agile grew out of the key role behaviour plays in successful projects. 
 
He is co-author of books on programme management and agile governance and assurance, a regular 
speaker, visiting lecturer, frequent blogger and researcher.  
 
About Practical Inspiration Publishing 
More information www.practicalinspiration.com 
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